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This paper attempts to rationalise recent oil price strength and perspectives for
the remainder of the year. Post-trough recovery and demand-led strength have
been substituted by geopolitics as prime oil price driver since early Q2 18.


The peak may be behind us. A number of the drivers underlying recent oil
price strength could diminish in strength or reverse. A currently elevated
geopolitically induced risk premium might shrink once actual market flows
become clear. Financial positions might shift towards a less bullish stance.
It is our view that the peak of the economic cycle is behind us. Further, high
oil prices by themselves could have a restraining impact on demand. There
will be supply side response. Substitution is encouraged.



Base case USD 72/bbl. We assume 2018 GDP growth of 3.3%, 2.5% USD appreciation, a return of financial net long positions to their two year average, and
0.5mbpd supply loss on the assumption that most of the loss from Iran will
be mitigated while Venezuelan production shortfalls will not. Opec has
about 2mbpd of spare capacity and there may be room for marginal growth
from US production. Our sensitivity analysis shows upside to USD80/bbl in a
bull and downside to 67/bbl, in a bear case.



2019 central forecast USD 69/bbl assuming 3.1% global GDP growth, 2.5%
USD appreciation and 2mbpd oil supply growth on the basis of a strong likelihood of some OPEC production increase, and US shale production becoming debottlenecked in H2 19.



Sector impact. A number of sectors are now finding themselves with increased input costs. These are notably speciality chemicals, airlines, shipping, road transport, mining and the heavy industry and manufacturing
sectors. We see margins sustained in those sectors with pricing power, notably speciality chemicals, pockets of the machinery sectors and tight base
metal segments. We see risk of margin contraction for airlines, certain
shipping routes and metals characterised by over-capacity, notably steel.
Expectations for persistent oil price strength are likely to lead to accelerated
EV adoption. The oil and gas sectors across the value chains are seeing positive capacity utilisation, earnings and cash flow impacts. Oil prices above
USD 75/bbl increase viability, adoption, development and financing prospects for alternative energy, new technologies and substitution processes.
These sectors could emerge with new strength following a period, during
which weak oil prices forced efficiencies and tight focus on financial sustainability.
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Geopolitics has substituted fundamental demand strength as prime oil price driver
since Q2 18, with the result of a rising risk premium. We expect a sustained high risk
premium on the back of elevated political risk, yet see scope for balancing of market
flows.
For 2018, our central case of an average price of USD 72/bbl Brent is based on sustained demand growth driven by global economic strength (1.6mbpd/3.3% global
GDP growth 2018). Along with this, we expect that net supply losses from geopolitical events, i.e. Venezuela and Iran, will be contained, due to lack of multilateral enforcement in case of the Iran sanctions, and a degree of mitigation through increased production elsewhere. There is scope for increased OPEC production. OPEC
currently has spare capacity of 2mbpd compared to our estimated supply loss of
0.1mbpd. Ministers have indicated they might propose a gradual reduction of output
cuts and pledged to secure “stable supplies” as the “shared consumers’ anxiety”.
Chances that OPEC and Russia may revise their supply cut agreement this month
have greatly increased following the latest leg up in the energy complex. Beyond
that, higher prices incentivize production on a global basis.
An oil price above our central scenario would require greater net loss of production.
Full loss of production from Iran and Venezuela without any mitigation, combined
with strong demand would suggest a Brent Crude price rising to about UJSD 90bbl
during the remainder of the year (that would imply an annual average of USD 80/bbl
in 2018). Indeed, we estimate that current market prices are driven by uncertainty of
actual market flows, and this has translated in loss at the higher end of the spectrum
being priced in and resulting in elevated risk premiums as outlined above. A further
rise of the oil price from current levels would require confirmation of maximum
production loss along with a sustained risk premium. Prevailing uncertainty may
keep risk premiums high and support prices. Several factors could counteract the
rise in oil prices, notably negative demand impact and rising production. We believe
that most likely, those would come into play in 2019. In the US, pipeline capacity
close to 2mpbd will get commissioned in H2 19, which will allow for another leg up
in shale output from current record levels. For 2019 we expect an annual average of
Brent at USD 69 USD/bbl.
Figure 1: Oil price scenarios (USD/bbl) – central case USD 72/bbl

Sources: Bloomberg, Euler Hermes
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Companies in certain sectors are now finding themselves with increased input
costs. These are notably specialty chemicals, airlines, shipping, road transport,
mining and the heavy industry and manufacturing sectors. We see margins
sustained in those sectors with pricing power, notably specialty chemicals, pockets
of the machinery sectors and tight base metal segments. We see risk of margin
contraction for airlines, certain shipping routes and those mining/metals segments
characterized by over-capacity, notably steel. Expectations for persistent oil price
strength are likely to lead to accelerated EV adoption. The oil and gas sectors across
the value chains are seeing positive capacity utilization, earnings and cash flow
impacts. Oil prices above USD 75/bbl increase viability, adoption, development and
financing prospects for alternative energy, new technologies and substitution
processes. These sectors could emerge with new strength following a period during
which weak oil prices forced efficiencies and tight focus on financial sustainability.
Figure 2: Sector impact
Sector
Specialty chemicals



Manufacturing & heavy industry



Airlines



Road transport



Shipping




Automotive



Mining



Oil and gas





Alternative energy & new technologies





Source: Euler Hermes and Allianz Research

Impact
Input cost pressure – mitigated through
pricing pressure; watch commoditized
segments
Input cost inflation – high end mitigates
through pricing pressure
Margin pressure through rising fuel cost
with little scope for pricing power in very
competitive environment
Pass through of fuel costs in function of end
market
Margin pressure due to fuel costs in function
of
competitive
intensity
by
route/merchandise
Possibly positive impact for industries exposed to low cost imports
Acceleration of EV adoption if expectation
for long term increase in oil price
Cost pressure, offset in commodities with
tight markets (nickel, possibly copper),
margin contraction in markets with overcapacity (e.g. steel)
Positive earnings and cash flow impact
across the value chain; particularly E&P
Recovery of energy services as result of increased investment spend
Positive repercussion on gas industry
through price and substitution linkages
Much increased viability of oil substitution
technologies
Acceleration of adoption of mature technologies
Greater development and fund raising ability for early stage technology under expectation of persistent high oil price
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ABOUT ALLIANZ
The Allianz Group is one of the world's leading insurers and asset managers with more than 86 million retail and
corporate customers. Allianz customers benefit from a broad range of personal and corporate insurance services,
ranging from property, life and health insurance to assistance services to credit insurance and global business
insurance. Allianz is one of the world’s largest investors, managing over 650 billion euros on behalf of its insurance
customers while our asset managers Allianz Global Investors and PIMCO manage an additional 1.4 trillion euros of
third-party assets. Thanks to our systematic integration of ecological and social criteria in our business processes
and investment decisions, we hold the leading position for insurers in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. In 2017,
over 140,000 employees in more than 70 countries achieved total revenue of 126 billion euros and an operating
profit of 11 billion euros for the group.

ABOUT EULER HERMES
Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of bonding,
guarantees and collections. With more than 100 years of experience, the company offers business-to-business (B2B)
clients financial services to support cash and trade receivables management. Its proprietary intelligence network
tracks and analyzes daily changes in corporate solvency among small, medium and multinational companies active
in markets representing 92% of global GDP. Headquartered in Paris, the company is present in over 50 countries
with 5,800+ employees. Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz, listed on Euronext Paris (ELE.PA) and rated AA- by
Standard & Poor’s and Dagong Europe. The company posted a consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in 2016 and
insured global business transactions for €883 billion in exposure at the end of 2016. Further information:
www.eulerhermes.com, LinkedIn or Twitter @eulerhermes.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward-looking
statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in
such forward-looking statements.
Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive
situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets
(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, including
from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v)
persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii)
currency exchange rates including the EUR/USD exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax
regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi)
general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors
may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.

NO DUTY TO UPDATE
The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein, save
for any information required to be disclosed by law.

